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& AT A TIME when the technology industry is

embracing powerful new algorithms and cloud

computing, continued innovation in hardware is

essential. In addition to the growing storage and

computation requirements of data centers and

edge computers, hardware devices provide the

critical gateway through which our systems

receive input and provide output. Whether it is

intentional user interaction, continuous context

sensing, situated information display, environ-

mental monitoring, or industrial control, we are

more dependent on interactive and embedded

hardware products than ever. Indeed, as the

Internet of Things grows, many predict a dra-

matic growth in both the number and type of

such devices. A key factor in this growth is the

ability of those working in hardware to develop

innovative devices with new forms and functions.

Hardware development can be split into two

phases: first, a period of ideation, prototyping

and design iteration leads to new device con-

cepts; and then fruitful concepts transition

beyond the basic prototype. The latter phase

typically involves creating hundreds or thou-

sands of copies of a prototype—either prepro-

duction evaluation samples or a fully fledged low-

volume product. The hardware device research

community and the industry it serves have devel-

oped many tools and techniques to aid in the ide-

ation, prototyping, and design iteration phase

mentioned above. However, based on our first-

hand experience coupled with the observation of

others, we frequently see a bottleneck in the sub-

sequent phase—the transition from a working

prototype to a viable product. The challenge of

this bottleneck, its root causes, and the potential

benefits of overcoming it are the subject of this

column.

INTRODUCING THE LONG TAIL
Before examining the challenges of creating a

viable interactive or embedded hardware prod-

uct, it is insightful to understand how to charac-

terize the success of different products within a
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market. A common approach is to plot a graph of

the sales volume of each different product in that

market (on the y-axis) against product rank (on

the x-axis). This is called a rank frequency distri-

bution. Zipf’s law1 tells us that this distribution

often follows an inverse power law, as illustrated

in Figure 1. Such a distribution can be split into

two parts: the “long tail” to the right represents a

large number of niche (sometimes called bou-

tique or custom) items, each of which is sold in

relatively small quantities; whereas the “head”

at the left contains just a few very popular

items (the blockbusters), each of which is sold in

large volumes.

Market dynamics—factors like customer

demand, availability of supply, pricing, and com-

petition—affect not only the total quantity of

products sold but also the shape of the distribu-

tion. In some markets, the tail is particularly

heavy, meaning that in aggregate it amounts to a

lot of units. In other markets, the tail is trun-

cated. A good example of a truncated market is

the traditional movie industry. Here, there is a

virtuous cycle of positive feedback where estab-

lished film studios with prearranged global the-

atre distribution produce blockbusters almost

as a matter of course. This generates large reve-

nues to invest in future productions that are

also likely to be successful—a process that econ-

omists call preferential attachment. However, at

the other end of the spectrum would-be niche

film producers struggle to find any outlet for

their films, creating a sharp cut-off in the rank-

frequency distribution.

TECHNOLOGY SHAPES THE TAIL
In microeconomic theory, it is recognized

that technology affects the dynamics in a mar-

ket.2 For example, the growth of internet search

and online shopping has given rise to new ways

for consumers to discover and access products.

In the case of downloadable digital products,

such as e-books, music, and movies, this has sig-

nificantly changed the shape of the rank fre-

quency distribution. In these markets, more of

the niche products in the long tail are now

selling because consumers can more easily dis-

cover and obtain them. For example, Anderson

describes how the now-defunct movie rental

company Blockbuster historically reported that

about 90% of in-store movie rentals were new

releases, whereas only 30% of Netflix rentals

were new releases because Netflix customers

predominantly rent a large variety of back cata-

log movies.3 Similarly, there are more sales of

long-tail books online than in real stores. For

example, Barnes & Noble found that long-tail

titles represented just 1.7 percent of its in-store

sales, but the same titles took 10 percent of its

online sales.3

Just as technological development has intro-

duced new product marketing and delivery

mechanisms, it has also eased product creation.

In the case of movies, the development of afford-

able digital cinematography cameras and PC-

based video editing have dramatically lowered

the barrier to entry for aspiring filmmakers.

Another example is the software market: since

the turn of the century, technological progress in

software development has had a dramatic effect

on the dynamics in this market. Development

tools have become easier to use and cheaper to

obtain, while agile, open-source development pro-

cesses, platforms, and communities that enable

collaboration have become firmly established. As

a result, an app can now be written by a relative

newcomer to the industry—perhaps someone

who primarily wants to address a personal need.

Another technological development that has

helped to enable many software products is

cloud computing. The ready availability of

cloud services removes the requirement for a

Figure 1. Plotting a rank-frequency distribution often demonstrate

an inverse power law relationship with its characteristic short head

and long tail.1
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company to make an up-front investment in

server infrastructure, again lowering the barrier

of entry to newcomers and allowing new ideas to

be trialed quickly and easily. Many cloud com-

puting providers readily support dynamic scal-

ing and geographical redistribution should a

software product or service prove successful.

In the case of mobile software, all the technol-

ogies on the previous page combine for even

greater effect. New products can be developed

more quickly and easily than ever before, the

services that power them can be deployed with

little up-front expense, and the “app store” mar-

keting and distribution model provides a channel

tomillions if not billions of potential users. Even if

a product only attracts hundreds of users a year,

it can still deliver useful revenue for the producer,

effectively adding weight to the long tail and

increasing customer choice along theway.

While the above examples of emerging long-tail

markets are all based on products that can be

delivered digitally, it is worth noting that techno-

logical developments have enabled a tail for physi-

cal goods too.3 Amazon andAlibaba’s e-commerce

platforms are the most visible examples of how

marketplaces that combine online search, a large

customer base, digital payment processing, and a

fulfillment infrastructure have changed the face of

retail for physical goods. Companies like Etsy take

a similar approach to enable sales of low volume

boutique goods.

HARDWARE DESIGN CONTINUES
TO GET EASIER

The last two decades of innovation in soft-

ware design tools, services, and processes have

been mirrored in the hardware industry. Power-

ful and well-documented hardware design tools

have been developed. These are easy to use and

install—and in some cases even run in a web

browser, e.g., Upverter. Entry cost has fallen and

fully featured design tools such as Autodesk’s

Fusion 360 are now available on a monthly sub-

scription, while others are free. At the same time,

online communities relating to design such as

Electrical Engineering Stack Exchange have

become established, providing a way to resolve

design questions and troubleshoot issues.

The physical prototyping process for hard-

ware has also become more accessible. On the

electronics side, off-the-shelf boards from micro:

bit to Raspberry Pi and plug-together hardware

platforms such as .NET Gadgeteer,4 Seeed’s Grove

system, and MikroElektronika’s Click boards

allow an initial prototype to be pulled together in

an afternoon. When more refinement is needed,

readily available ICs and electronic modules

increasingly abstract away underlying complex-

ity. Custom printed circuit boards (PCBs) are

inexpensive and quick to source, and companies

such as CircuitHub and Seeed Studio provide an

online service to support the necessary PCB

assembly. Sophisticated hardware simulation

and modeling tools are available, and some—

such as the LTSpice electronic circuit simula-

tor—are free. In terms of mechanical prototyping,

improvements in rapid prototyping equipment

and servicesmean that laser cutting, three-dimen-

sional (3-D) printing, and computer-controlled

machining are less expensive and more readily

available than ever.5

In addition, new technologies are continu-

ally being introduced to further accelerate

electronics development. For example, the

recently published AutoFritz electronics com-

puter-aided design system6 provides a kind of

“auto complete” for electronic circuit design. It

presents the designer with a list of suggested

components and circuit configurations based

on the software’s analysis of circuits from

thousands of electronic component datasheets

and existing open-source electronic designs.

Collectively, these on-going innovations in the

hardware development space mean that nonex-

pert individuals and organizations can prototype

all manner of interactive and embedded devices.5

Even high-school students can design and build

useful and innovative hardware by combining an

off-the-shelf microcontroller board, some external

components, and a 3-D-printed enclosure. If cur-

rent trends hold, newcomers will be able to get

started even more easily and will be able to build

more sophisticated devices, while experienced

developerswill be able toworkmoreproductively.

CROWDFUNDING AND INCUBATORS
MITIGATE UP-FRONT COSTS

Of course, as mentioned in the introduction,

the design and prototyping phase is not the only
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challenge in creating a hardware product—a

working prototype is just the start. The next

obstacle in hardware development is the need

for up-front capital investment in materials and

customized manufacturing equipment (tooling).

Another 21st-century phenomenon—crowd-

funding—helps to address this. Websites such

as Kickstarter and Indiegogo combine a prepay-

ment mechanism with a storefront akin to that

of online retailers and app stores. In this way, a

hardware developer can receive monies a year

or more ahead of product delivery, easing the

management of development costs and mitigat-

ing the up-front costs associated with capital

equipment and raw materials.

Crowd Supply is a crowd-funding organiza-

tion that exclusively targets niche hardware

products for both amateur and professional elec-

tronics developers. As such, the profile of most

of their customers is similar to the profile of the

product creators. Crowd Supply maintains close

involvement with each product team: in addition

to facilitating up-front payment via its crowd

funding portal, the company provides know-how

and experience, plus access to a network of

trusted partners to maximize the chances of suc-

cess for the projects it agrees to support.

Start-up incubators also provide hands-on

support and mentoring, often coupled with ven-

ture capital (VC) investment—all in return for a

stake in the start-up. Shenzhen-based Hax and Sil-

icon Valley’s Lemnos Labs and Highway 1 focus

on hardware product incubation, drawing on

their hardware expertise and contacts to mini-

mize the chance of missteps. Hardware Club is a

community-based venture firm whose members

share experience, knowledge, and contacts in

order tomovemore quickly while simultaneously

reducing risk.

It is worth noting that incubators typically pur-

sue products with high growth potential—things

that will quickly move out of the long tail. Compa-

nies whowant to avoid the pressure that often fol-

lows VC investment and grow a new business

more organically can employ the services of an

external design service or consultancy in order to

access product development expertise. Compa-

nies such as Dragon Innovation and PCH Interna-

tional specialize in enabling the prototype to

production transition for electronic products.

BUT HARDWARE IS STILL HARD
The collective benefits of online storefronts,

accessible and powerful design tools, crowd-

funding, incubators, consultancies, and next-day

delivery networks all reduce cost and mitigate

risk for those seeking to bring a new hardware

product to market. But evidence suggests that

they are often not enough. The flip-side of prefer-

ential attachment is that nascent devices often

face a vicious circle. To be successful they must

combine significant utility with compelling user

experience, while simultaneously being robust

and reliable in operation. Meeting these goals

requires a large design and engineering invest-

ment, both for the product itself and for its

manufacturing process—and that is hard to jus-

tify before a product is successful. As a result,

there are many instances where new consumer

hardware products fail.

One example comes from Central Standard

Timing, a two-person start-up that designed the

world’s thinnest watch. Based on a sophistica-

ted working prototype, Central Standard Timing

had tremendous success on Kickstarter—they

raised over a million dollars from backers who

paid either $99 or $129 for a watch. In moving

from prototype to product, they chose to partner

with one of the world’s most experienced elec-

tronics manufacturing partners. But ultimately,

they were unable to create a reliable production

process—less than ten thousand units was a

small volume for their manufacturer, and ulti-

mately the per-unit cost of the watch was

rumored to be $260.9 As a result, Central Standard

Timing were not able to deliver the product to

their backers and ultimately ceased operations.

TriggerTrap, a company that manufactured

devices to allow SLR cameras to be triggered

externally, provides a second example of the diffi-

culty of moving from prototype to product.

TriggerTrap’s first hardware offering was based

on an Arduino prototype and resulted in a suc-

cessful Kickstarter campaign. However, they

experienced difficulties sourcing enough of the

displays used in their prototype tomeet a produc-

tion volume of nearly one thousand units. The

part was no longer available and TriggerTrap had

to convince the display manufacturer to instigate

a special low-volume production run before they

could fulfil their orders.10 TriggerTrap’s second
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hardware product—the Ada—also resulted in

success on Kickstarter, raising £290,000. How-

ever, the company was unable to transition from

their prototype and failed to deliver any Ada

products. Although they brought in expertise

from external consultancies, they still made

costly mistakes and the consultancy fees were an

additional drain on their resources.11

Central Standard Timing and TriggerTrap

both failed due to difficulties navigating the tran-

sition from prototype to product. They leveraged

many of the mechanisms previously described—

such as powerful design tools, online storefronts,

crowdfunding and experienced professional

design, and manufacturing partners—but none-

theless they still underestimated the cost and

complexity of transitioning from a refined proto-

type to a product that could be manufactured in

volumes of hundreds to thousands.

Of course, an experienced team with a track

record of hardware product development is

already well versed in the transition from proto-

type to product. But even then, it is still possi-

ble to underestimate the scale of the challenges

involved. Our final example comes from Sense-

Cam, which started as a wearable camera

research project12 before being productized by

an established device manufacturer. Despite

the company’s experience with hardware manu-

facture, they ultimately found the vicious circle

too difficult to overcome. The first and second

versions of the SenseCam product (the Revue

and Autographer, respectively) successfully

sold in modest volumes to researchers, clini-

cians, and enthusiasts. But as the product

design evolved on a trajectory toward a com-

pelling and competitively priced consumer

product, it became clear that an investment of

tens of millions of dollars was necessary to

reach sufficient economies of scale.13 This level

of investment was ultimately not justified given

the risk inherent in a new product category

such as a wearable stills camera, and produc-

tion ceased.

THE REPLICATION CHALLENGE
We believe that many of the difficulties in cre-

ating a new hardware product, as encountered in

the examples above, stem from a fundamental

challenge. Unlike digital products which can be

replicated in a simple way requiring almost no

resource and resulting in perfect copies, the pro-

cess of replicating a physical device is complex

and incurs cost, and no-matter how much is

spent onmanufacturing, the copies are subtly dif-

ferent. We call this “the replication challenge.”

Compared to a smartphone app that can be

released to an audience of millions of people

when development and feature testing are com-

plete, scaling a hardware device from “I have one

that works” to “anyone can buy one”—i.e., transi-

tioning from a working prototype to a viable

product—is much harder. Although this differ-

ence between software and hardware producti-

zation is easy to describe, the number and

complexity of steps required to take a device to

production is much harder to comprehend until

experienced first-hand. Essential activities asso-

ciatedwith the replication challenge8 include:

– finding reliable suppliers for all compo-

nents and materials;

– accommodating component tolerances;

– designing and building the necessary

tooling;

– building an efficient and reliablemanufac-

turing process;

– controlling and accommodatingmanufac-

turing variability;

– selecting and managing manufacturing

partners;

– instigating and maintaining manufactur-

ing quality control; and

– adapting to changes in pricing and avail-

ability of components and services.

These activities are by no means unique to

electronic device production—they apply to the

production of nearly all physical products. How-

ever, they are worth highlighting for two reasons:

first, many of them involve more complexity and

cost for electronic devices than for other physi-

cal products; and second, many of these activi-

ties are unfamiliar to those steeped in the

software-side of technology.

The replication challenge does not only apply

to high production volumes—in fact as volumes

increase beyond ten thousand units a year many

well-established manufacturing processes that

leverage economies of scale become viable, so
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the cost of the above activities is more easily

absorbed. Instead, replication is particularly chal-

lenging at lower volumes. For consumer products,

the difficulties typically start at around one hun-

dred pieces per year when the same ad-hoc craft

production techniques used to make prototypes

are no longer sufficient. A compounding factor

with low volume manufacturing is its natural reli-

ance on batch production, which introduces the

further challenge of periodically reinstigating the

entiremanufacturing process and supply chain.

As a result, our sense is that it is increasingly

rare for low volume consumer devices to be via-

ble in the market. While Zipf’s Law predicts a long

tail of demand for niche hardware, the economics

of production constrain the economic viability of

such products, and the tail is truncated. As a

result, consumer choice is limited to a relatively

small number of high-volume devices. These

are typically made by large companies who can

justify the sufficient resource required to bring

them to market and sustain them, and often only

when they amplify or otherwise complement an

existing product line.7 In this environment, the

recent successes in the interactive and embed-

ded hardware space include the well-known

smartwatches and voice assistants from major

companies. These have created enough momen-

tum in themarket to transition from vicious to vir-

tuous positive feedback and generate enough

revenue towarrant on-going refinement.

CHARACTERISTICS OF LONG TAIL
HARDWARE SUCCESSES

Of course, there are examples of commercially

viable low volume consumer devices. Armed with

a better understanding of what is necessary to

transform a hardware prototype into a low vol-

ume product—and some of the pitfalls to look out

for—it is interesting to examine some of the char-

acteristics of these successful products.

Like SenseCam, Circuit Stickers14 started life in

research and quickly transitioned into a product

through the efforts of Chibitronics, a small self-

funded start-up. From the outset, Chibitronics

understood the importance of reliable and cost-

effective supply and manufacturing, recognizing

that the design complexity of manufacturing tool-

ing can out-weigh that of the product itself.15 They

had realistic expectations of production costs and

were able to fulfill their crowd-funding obligations.

Subsequent to this, Chibitronics has success-

fully established a small range of niche products

that sit in the long tail. In doing so, the company

has started to turn positive feedback to its

advantage: it is now able to amortize invest-

ments creating relationships with suppliers,

manufacturing partners, and distributors, across

multiple products. Although no individual prod-

uct is manufactured in huge numbers, the aggre-

gate volume across multiple products is large

enough to negotiate better pricing and attract

more commitment from component suppliers

and manufacturing partners.

Improving efficiency acrossmultiple products,

as compared with the efficiency of manufacturing

any one in isolation, is termed “economy of

scope.” While economies of scale are character-

ized by volume, economies of scope are efficien-

cies formed by variety. The hardware crowd-

funding specialist Crowd Supply also leverages

economies of scope by drawing on a specific set

of partners to manufacture many of the products

in its portfolio. In a similar vein, Crowd Supply

takes advantage of its partnership with Mouser, a

large electronic component distributor, to secure

reliable and competitively-priced supply.

A characteristic of Crowd Supply’s wide range

of successful products is that many take the form

of a “bare board”—a PCB that has components

soldered to it but comes with no enclosure. This

is perfect for Crowd Supply’s target audience

of hardware developers and hobbyists. It also

avoids the high up-front cost often associated

with designing and manufacturing tooling for an

enclosure, which can be thousands, if not tens of

thousands, of dollars for each plastic piece. In

contrast, TriggerTrap, which needed an enclo-

sure because the company was targeting a differ-

ent audience, ran into difficulties transitioning

from the rapid prototyping used to create its pro-

totypes to manufacturing processes suitable for

a product. Ultimately, the company could not rec-

oncile the tooling cost of injection molding with

its relatively low production volume.11

Central Standard Timing did not require injec-

tion molding for its product but faced a different

challenge. In order to deliver one of the thinnest

electronic devices ever produced, the company
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needed to use nonstandard electronics assembly

techniques. Unlike PCB assembly, which is still

cost effective even when scaled down to low vol-

umes, the direct chip-to-flex process required

costly tooling and introduced nonstandard steps

in the manufacturing process, making it error

prone and unreliable. Relying on leading-edge

manufacturing technology in this way is partic-

ularly risky for start-ups.13 In contrast, the

established and well-understood manufacturing

process for a standard PCB bare board product

results in few defects and can be readily

transferred between manufacturers, stimulat-

ing healthy competition.

UNLOCKING THE LONG TAIL: A CALL
TO ACTION

Based on our analysis of some recent suc-

cesses and failures in taking new hardware

concepts to market, we do not believe that

turning an idea for a new device into a work-

ing prototype is a limiting factor in new prod-

uct introduction. Instead, we believe that the

bottleneck is the transition from a working

prototype to a viable product. Therefore, we

encourage those working in the field of device

hardware to join us in tackling this transition.

Collectively, we would like to work toward

three broad goals.

Improved Teaching Materials and Education

Programs

We need richer learning materials regarding

the productization process: new ways to share

the knowledge that today largely resides in the

design consultancies and large companies with

the first-hand experience of device manufacture.

Fortunately, there are already a few books that

cover the topics raised in this paper; we encour-

age those interested to read “The Hardware

Hacker” by Andrew ‘bunnie’ Huang,15 “Prototype

to Product: A Practical Guide for Getting to Mar-

ket” by Andrew Cohen8 and “IoT hardware from

prototype to production” by Richard Marshall,

Lawrence Archard, and Steve Hodges.16

We would like to see these books comple-

mented by other learning materials. For example,

curated virtual tours of device manufacturing

facilities would provide valuable insights to those

who cannot visit in person. We also encourage

universities to provide more coverage of topics

relating to the replication challenge in undergrad-

uate- and graduate-level level courses and in pro-

fessional development programs.

Stronger Communities and Tighter Integration

Between Partners

We see an opportunity to extend today’s

established online communities and professional

networks in a way that allows newcomers to the

device hardware space to engage with each other

and with established players so that they can

more easily form the partnerships that are vital

to the delivery of a successful product.

We imagine that these partnerships will

increasingly span the globe. In the short term, we

would like to streamline access to resources

in today’s leading electronics manufacturing

regions. For example, the geographical proximity

of capital equipment, skilled and unskilled labor,

and raw materials in locations such as Shenzhen

provides unrivaled economies of scope. Indeed,

much of the Shenzhen ecosystem naturally lends

itself to batch production: there are thousands of

small factories specializing in different aspects of

manufacturing from injection molding to PCB

assembly.

At the same time, we would like to learn from

existing electronics hubs so that we can share

best practices. Exchanges like the annual trip the

MIT Media Lab organizes to Shenzhen are one

example of how this might be done. Improved

communication and remote collaboration could

also help bridge the cultural, geographical, and

language barriers. Eventually, we imagine that

additional electronics manufacturing hubs will

emerge around the world.

New Manufacturing Solutions for Small Batches

Finally, we believe there is an opportunity to

develop new hardware manufacturing solutions

optimized for low-volume production, for batch

sizes of hundreds to thousands of units. Of course,

manufacturing in low volumes will always incur a

premium due to the need to amortize up-front

development and tooling costs across fewer units.

Similarly, batch manufacturing will never be as

efficient as continuous production because of the

fixed costs associated with changing a production
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line from one product to the next. However, we

imagine new tools and processes thatmake better

use of economies of scope by amortizing nonre-

curring costs acrossmultiple products.

Take the current difficulty of manufacturing

high-quality enclosures in low volumes as a spe-

cific example. Perhaps this could be addressed by

a modular approach that combines a standard

library of injection-molded parts in a novel way

to create a finished enclosure. Alternatively, it

may be possible for designers of new products

to reuse pre-existing injection-molding tooling,

an approach that Seeed Studio calls “design

from manufacture.” Perhaps the same reuse

philosophy could be used to reduce tooling

costs in PCB manufacturing tests: the custom

test fixture—or jig—typically required for PCB

tests could be based on standard hardware and

software components.

Of course, the ideas above are largely specu-

lative. They are included simply to illustrate the

potential for innovative manufacturing solutions

to address the replication challenges.

OUTLOOK
In this paper, we have argued that the innova-

tions that have enabled a long tail of products in

several industries can be leveraged to do the

same for hardware devices. While we see these

established innovations as necessary, in the

case of hardware, they are insufficient. Devices

bring additional complexities in comparison

with products that can be distributed digitally

such as apps, books, and movies. One key differ-

ence is the replication challenge, especially at

low volumes where economies of scale do not

readily apply.

It is certainly possible to be successful with a

niche hardware product, in the same way that

niche apps, books, and movies have been possi-

ble since the inception of their respective mar-

kets. However, as things stand, low-volume

manufacturing is hard and requires tough trade-

offs between complexity, refinement, and price.

As a result, it is all too easy to fail. We believe that

a sustained focus on the replication challenge

can reduce this complexity and risk.

Our motivation is simple: we want to change

the dynamics in the electronic device market to

enable a diverse ecosystem of products that do

not need to sell in tens or hundreds of thousands

of units in order to be viable. Such cost-effective,

low volume, batch manufacturing would benefit

many parties across many domains. Researchers

developing custom devices could deploy them

more widely. Start-ups looking to grow a sizeable

hardware business could get to market with less

risk, giving themheadroom for iteration in search

of product-market fit. Small companies could

manage a portfolio of niche, but viable, hardware

products. Large companies could be more agile

and less conservative, perhaps even trialing inno-

vative hardware products to learn first-hand how

they fare in themarket.

We welcome feedback from the research

community on the ideas presented here and

encourage others to complement our ideas by

considering how their work might support the

growth of long-tail hardware. We will also con-

tinue to engage in dialogue with practitioners in

the device industry. Ultimately, a focus on long

tail hardware can overcome the tyranny of posi-

tive feedback that currently constrains innova-

tion, thus creating a greater variety of viable

hardware products that address markets that

are currently underserved, and meeting the

world’s growing demand for interactive and

embedded devices.

IN MEMORIAM
This article is dedicated to the memory of

Gavin Zhao who lost his battle with cancer in

August 2019. Gavin was a manufacturing engi-

neer at electronics manufacturing company

AQS, where he helped a great many people navi-

gate the difficulties of low volume hardware

manufacturing in China. In 2017, he was awarded

an MIT Media Lab Director’s Fellowship in recog-

nition of his work opening the Shenzhen ecosys-

tem up to others. Many conversations with

Gavin helped shape our thinking around long tail

hardware.
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